
Contact us at pro@leecosteel.com or 
833-LEECOPRO (833-533-2677) with any 

questions or to have changes made to the 
delivery notifications on your account.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS?!

How do I get set up to use Leeco Pro?

To create a Leeco Pro account, go to leecopro.com and click “Register Now.” You can 
also contact the Leeco Pro team at 833-LEECOPRO (833-533-2677).

Be sure a deliver-by date is selected and then click “UPDATE CART” at the top of the 
page. You must select a delivery-by date in order to proceed to checkout. 

The maximum number of lines per cart is 30. If the line limit is exceeded, then the cart 
will need to be reduced to 30 or less. A new cart can easily be created if a quote or 
order for more than 30 lines is required. 

The inventory presented in Leeco Pro is always accurate. Inventory is first validated 
on the products page, and re-validated when the items are placed in the cart. No 
inventory is allocated in our system until an order is placed. 

The “Proceed to Checkout” button does not work. 
How do I place my order?

What is the maximum number of lines I can enter?

Is the inventory accurate?
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For our delivered orders, our trucks max out at 47,000lbs.

What is the maximum weight allowed on one truckload of material?

For delivered contractual orders we have a minimum requirement of 40,000lbs and a 
maximum of 47,000lbs for one truck.

I have a contract and want to buy plate and have it delivered to me. 
What is the minimum weight I can order? 

You can either search by grade or by item. By grade, simply enter the grade (i.e. A36, 
A572-50). To search by item, you must enter the full item number (i.e. 100096240A36, 
200096120A572-50, 075096240A514B). Make sure there are no spaces and don’t forget 
the hyphen on grades such as A572-50 and A656-80, A516-70, A516-Gr70N.

What is the best way to use the search bar?

Each customer has access to inventory of three Leeco Steel warehouses. To switch, 
simply use the “Warehouse” dropdown on the bar beneath the menu to view inventory 
at another location. 

I can’t find what I need in the selected warehouse. What can I do? 
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How do I sign-up for, change or remove delivery notifications?

Delivery notifications can be easily managed by going to MY ACCOUNT > NOTIFICATIONS. 
Notifications are set for each “Ship To” location. If there are multiple “Ship To” locations, 
then each one will need to be updated.

If an item appears in red in Leeco Pro, it means we do not have the item currently in 
stock. Leeco Pro does not allow an item with zero quantity to be added to your cart.

Contact your sales representative or our Leeco Pro team to find out when more stock 
will be available.

Leeco Steel stocks hundreds of steel plate grades, but only our core grades are 
available to purchase on Leeco Pro. This is because these core grades have the 
deepest inventory and are consistently available. If you need a grade not available on 
Leeco Pro, contact your sales representative.

Our Leeco Pro team is happy to assist with Leeco Pro issues or requests. They can be 
reached at pro@leecosteel.com or 833-LEECOPRO (833-533-2677).

The quantity I entered is red. What does that mean?

I can’t find the grade I need.

I need assistance or have questions. Who do I contact?


